cents. On top of this, there is thought to be some kind of magic in a price tag that carries a final figure, 9.

Tests show a higher priced article will outsell a lower priced one even if they are identical and placed side by side on a counter. For example, if you were to display two putters of identical brand and quality side by side, pricing one at $5 and the other at $3.95, odds are the higher priced club will sell first. What's more, market researchers say this will happen even if you, or an employee of your pro shop, stands behind the counter and explains there is absolutely no difference between the two putters.

Moving out of the supermarket, the market men have found that buyers largely seek their counterparts in the cigarettes and automobiles they purchase. Dynamic fellows, it is claimed, prefer stronger brands of cigarettes and more powerful cars than Caspar Milquetoast types. Perhaps these are points the pro should keep in mind when he is fitting a member for a new set of clubs or selling him golf or wearing apparel.

The whole subject of buying psychology is one the pro can profitably indulge in.

---

**College Tournaments**

May will be a busy month for collegiate golfers. The Southern Conference tournament is scheduled for Danville, Va. on the 4th and 5th; the Atlantic Coast conference will hold its annual meet on the 11th and 12th while the Western Conference championship is carded for the 25th and 26th in Evanston, Ill. The NCAA tournament will be held on the Ohio State course, Columbus, June 24-30.

---

**NOW WE HAVE IT!**

**The Product You Professionals and Managers Have Been Waiting For!**

**A NEW SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY**

**VELVA-TEE GLOSS SHINE**

**Cleans - Polishes - Waxes... IN ONE OPERATION**

Here, at last, is a truly amazing time and labor saver for your club cleaning service. A slight spray from the aerosol container and in a jiffy it cleans, polishes and waxes wood heads to a sparkling luster—protects steel shafts from pitting. Puts a beautiful luster on leather golf bags and luggage.

Marvelous for furniture, wood panels, chromium, steel lockers, painted walls, etc. Members will want it for home use—a money maker. VELVA-TEE GLOSS SHINE was the “talk” of the recent PGA Seniors tourney, where pros from every section tried it—praised it—ordered it.

Simple directions on can tell you how to get quick, sparkling results with VELVA-TEE GLOSS SHINE and the long lasting, impregnated VELVA-TEE DUST CLOTH.

VELVA-TEE DUST CLOTH—gives utmost maintenance speed and economy! . . . After using VELVA-TEE GLOSS SHINE for initial cleansing treatment you need only wipe with the chemically treated VELVA-TEE DUST CLOTH to maintain the lustrous, protective finish . . . NO DUST—when cloth becomes dirty it shakes out in wax particles; when excessively dirty simply wash, dry and spray with VELVA-TEE to restore effectiveness. It works magic—be sure to order it with your VELVA-TEE—69c price carries usual discount.

ORDER NOW — BE READY FOR SPRING

**COLUMBIA CHEMICAL CO.**

154 E. ERIE ST., CHICAGO 11, ILL.